
2021-2022 Faculty Improvement Leave  
Application Background Information  

Application Deadline: Monday, October 5, 2020 

Name:   Rank: 

Department/School: 

I am requesting a Faculty Improvement Leave for the following period (check one): 

☐ Fall 2021 ☐ Spring 2022  ☐ Academic Year 2021-2022

My Faculty Improvement Leave proposal is for (check box that applies): 

☐Scholarly/Creative Purposes    ☐Professional Development Purposes     ☐Both

Will the availability of external support affect your Faculty Improvement Leave plans (check one)?  

☐Yes ☐No ☐Don’t Know

Please specify the nature and amount of external support, and current status of arrangements for 
this support (if applicable). Please attach documentation. 

I have included my current curriculum vitae (check box) ☐ 

I have included a brief statement from my Chair/Director indicating knowledge of my intention to 
apply for a Faculty Improvement leave (check box) ☐ 

I have reviewed CBA Article 22 and agree to return to BGSU for a period of at least one academic 
year of service after completing an approved FIL or reimburse the University for all salary and 
benefits paid during that leave (Section 4.2) (check box) ☐ 

I will be consulting part time for Kidneys in Common and the Alliance for Paired Kidney Donation as part time CIO. They have 
committed to covering roughly 30% of my salary (~$36,000) for this professional service. Letter of support attached.



2021-2022 Faculty Improvement Leave Narrative Template 

FIL Applicant: 

Please use the headings supplied below for the narrative section of your FIL application. These criteria will be 
used at all levels of review (academic unit, Chair/Director, and Dean) to evaluate the merits of your proposal in 
a consistent and fair manner (CBA Article 22, Section 5.1.2).   

1. Project Description (Approximately 400 – 600 words). Please offer a precise and clear
description of the activities planned while on leave; indicate the project outcomes, procedures
and timetable that shall be followed and the prior arrangements that have been made.



2. Benefits to Faculty Member: Near- and/or Long-Term (Approximately 100-200 words).
Give a detailed explanation of how the planned activities will enhance your professional
capabilities and career trajectory in teaching/librarian effectiveness, scholarly/creative
activity, and/or service in alignment with assigned duties/allocation of effort/workload.

3. Benefits to University: Near- and/or Long Term (Approximately 100-200 words). Explain
how the outcomes of your FIL will strengthen your academic program in alignment with one
or more of the University’s strategic objectives, e.g.,  Redefining Student Success; Increasing
and Connecting our Research and Creative Activities for Public Good; Empowering and
Supporting our People to Achieve Excellence; and Advancing our Impact through
Engagement (additional information may be found at https://www.bgsu.edu/focus-on-the-
future.html)

https://www.bgsu.edu/focus-on-the-future.html
https://www.bgsu.edu/focus-on-the-future.html


4. Reporting Plan (Approximately 50-100 words)

Provide a specific plan for the format and content of a report to be submitted to the
President upon completion of your FIL.
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	1 Project Description Approximately 400  600 words Please offer a precise and clear description of the activities planned while on leave indicate the project outcomes procedures and timetable that shall be followed and the prior arrangements that have been madeRow1: For the past 3 years I have been performing collaborative research with Stanislaw Stepkowski, Ph.D., M.D., an Immunologist at the University of Toledo and Dulat Bekbolsynov, Ph.D., a Research Fellow at the University of Toledo Medical Center. Our focus has been on performing data analysis and data-driven simulation in order to analyze and develop novel methods for improving donor-recipient matching algorithms within the kidney donation process.This work has currently resulted in the development of software that processes data, performs necessary data conversions and imputations, and then performs simulation-based evaluation using our proposed criteria. Currently, we have one peer-reviewed manuscript that has just been accepted and multiple published abstracts. We have performed analysis using immunogenicity measures that are both race-based and otherwise, and our research has provided the basis for one thesis at BGSU. While the research has grown, it has been hindered due to a lack of funding. My primary goal during FIL is to focus on this research collaboration in order to accelerate progress and obtain funding. To accomplish this, I will work with my collaborators to:1. Create the framework of an entirely new matching algorithm based on an improved biological understanding of immunogenicity. This revolutionary approach proposes utilizing cumulative Eplet Load reduced to a single numerical continuous variable as opposed to integer-based HLA Matching allowing only six variables. The concept differentiates between donor-recipient combinations with significantly more granularity than the current standard, evidenced by important differences based on race not seen by the current integer-based approach. Our manuscripts have thus far targeted medical journals. 2. Develop enhanced software to perform our required simulations using High Performance Computing and parallel computation methods. Current algorithms take days to weeks to run, and computational methods must be developed in order to enhance performance. This will leverage Data Science Servers at BGSU, Ohio Supercomputing Center, AWS, and Microsoft Azure technologies. These algorithmic and computational analysis will target quality Computer Science conferences/journals.3. Write 1 or more grant applications targeting NIH R15 and R01 programs. The R15 option is particularly advantageous to BGSU due to its nature and the unique eligibility of BGSU. My secondary goal will be to enhance my professional skills. To accomplish this, I will consult part-time as CIO for Kidneys in Common and the Alliance for Paired Kidney Donation (APKD) where I will be providing guidance regarding information technology, software development, and leading/guiding various IT oriented projects that I can bring back to the classroom in terms of Software Engineering, entrepreneurship, and management, particularly when teaching Introduction to Software Engineering and the Computer Science capstone courses. It will also enhance my research agenda by exposing me to day-to-day operations with kidney donation and also connecting me to individuals like Michael Rees, M.D., a transplant surgeon at UTMC, his collaborator Alvin Roth, Ph.D. (a Nobel Prize winner in Economics Market Design, Game Theory and Experimental Economics) and Dr. Itai Ashlagi (a Franz Edelman Laureate and Stanford Operations Research Professor), both of whom are collaborators with Dr. Rees and APKD. I will be provided opportunities to work with them regarding clinical software optimization and design.Timeline:• Ongoing: Research collaboration, drafting of journal papers, submissions• Oct. 25, 2021: NIH R15 Submission• Jan. 2022: One or more conference paper submissions• Feb. 25, 2022: NIH R15 (Second submission, if necessary)• Mar. 05, 2022: NIH R01Submission• Jul. 05, 2022: NIH R01 (Second submission, if necessary)• Aug. 2022: Write final report
	2 Benefits to Faculty Member Nearandor LongTerm Approximately 100200 words Give a detailed explanation of how the planned activities will enhance your professional capabilities and career trajectory in teachinglibrarian effectiveness scholarlycreative activity andor service in alignment with assigned dutiesallocation of effortworkloadRow1: 1. My research collaboration and grant writing will lead to enhanced productivity in terms of publication and seeking grant funds, hopefully leading to obtained funding.  Since BGSU is eligible for NIH R15 grants, it is a particularly advantageous program to seek funding from. This will lead to enhanced research opportunities for M.S. in Computer/Data Science and Ph.D. in Data Science students, and contribute to my Full Professor application.2. My professional activities will enhance my CS and Software Engineering related skills and, in turn, enhance what I bring to the classroom, thus improving student's education. I will also be able to contribute to enhancing the CS curriculum with Management advice and content using my experience as CIO, something that is somewhat lacking in our SE courses (as has been pointed out by our own SE faculty).3. The overall work will bring enhanced exposure and collaboration with influential individuals like Alvin Roth, that will hopefully lead to enhanced professional opportunities for myself and BGSU, including speaking engagements, positive publicity, and enhanced exposure to students.4. As Graduate Coordinator for Computer and Data Science, this work will help bring collaboration, funding, and enhanced notoriety to the programs and Center for Data Science.
	3 Benefits to University Nearandor Long Term Approximately 100200 words Explain how the outcomes of your FIL will strengthen your academic program in alignment with one or more of the Universitys strategic objectives eg Redefining Student Success Increasing and Connecting our Research and Creative Activities for Public Good Empowering and Supporting our People to Achieve Excellence and Advancing our Impact through Engagement additional information may be found at httpswwwbgsuedufocusonthe futurehtmlRow1: #1. Brings new and practical insights related to Software Engineering and overall IT Management back into the classroom that will enhance student training and education.#2.  It is well known that kidney exchange disproportionately impacts minorities in a negative manner. Development of new and more effective methods of donor-recipient matching will help reduce these disparities, which is an inherent public good, leading to more lives saved and longer chains of kidney donations. Thus, the research directly impacts the public good.#4. Through collaborations not only locally, but those with individuals like Nobel Prize winner Alvin Roth and his student, Itai Ashlagi, I hope to bring enhanced connections and opportunities for students in Computer and Data Science. For instance, I hope to have one or both of these individuals provide guest lectures at BGSU. #6. Kidney exchange impacts all states, nations, and communities around the world in various ways. My targeted research will enhance the well-being of individuals throughout our constituency, leading to enhancements in Public Good.
	4 Reporting Plan Approximately 50100 words Provide a specific plan for the format and content of a report to be submitted to the President upon completion of your FILRow1: A final report will be submitted to the President in NSF Grant format. The report will contain a list of accomplishments over the term of the FIL, including grant submissions and peer reviewed publications. It will also list any progress made in networking. It will clearly indicate if all goals were met.


